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Here in Kenya, the Eco Moyo Family is doing good! 

The kids are now on holiday until school opens on Jan 6th, development on the new plot is 
moving along and we almost have enough cash to buy a van!  Happy days, Happy reading! 

- Eco Moyo Crew
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THE SCHOOL 
In our temporary, sisal structures, we are trying our best to make a nice, school like environment, 
although it is not optimal in terms of ventilation and all other obvious reasons. But at least we have a big 
space for playing games and sports.

Brushing their teeth…

Lego is by far the most 
popular activity these 
days!

Team Pink giving it all!!

Shiloh and her new friend Snoopy are taken to the 
beach after working long nights guarding our school
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PARENTS DAY!

The parents came to visit our school, getting reports on their kids performances for the 
last term. They also helped us clear so much trash from the large compound. 

Together with their kids, a garden area was prepared where we are now growing maize, 
beans, greens, banana and making compost.

Elijah and his new baby brother!!!       The day ended with kids-movies on the computer
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OUR STUDENTS  WITH THEIR MOTHER

      Saidi-Kidthi and his mother         Rehema and Rama with mother                  Riziki and mother

Saida, Salma, Zaituni, Modi and 
Hamissi with their mother                 

Elijah and Sophy with their 
mother and new baby brother                

Reyson and Asha with their 
mother, brother and sister            

Christian and Tina with their 
mother (teacher Cecilia) and 
their older sister                

Bridget with her mother and 
two sisters     

And Benjamin 
(our latest 
newcomer) and 
his mother 
Asumptor (our 
chef and assistant 
teacher)  

Mercy and her mother     

Daniel lives with 
his sister and 
brother who are 
both under 20 
years old. His 
mother works in 
a different town 
and is only home 
in the weekends.
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TRIZAH´S FARM

Our teacher Trizah lives close to school on a farm with 
many animals. We went for a visit to look at cows, 
goats, pigs, chickens and turkeys! And BIOGAS!

- And adorable puppies!!!!
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We also got a chance to milk the cows and drink the milk we milked! 

After this, school ended and the holidays began. On December 22nd, we have arranged for an activity 
day together with more Norwegians who are coming to visit Eco Moyo!

The old man in this picture is Trizah´s grandfather - he passed away only a few weeks after this picture 
was taken. He reached 93 years before he left us. May he rest in peace and may his family recover well.
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

As we are working intensely with applications for funding for everything from construction of buildings 
to gardens and other infrastructure on the new plot, we are also spending a lot of time at the site. 
Slashing is being done in many areas, as most of it is covered in thick bushy vegetation and we are in the 
process of getting a traditional mud hut built for Lee and myself to live in until we can afford something 
more permanent. 

Lee with our motorcycle which 
we have named “Brækhus” after 
champion Norwegian boxer 
Cecilia Brækhus! She takes us 
everywhere carrying everything!

Blood, sweat and tears! Here 
we are setting up markers for 
planning the first structure, 
which will be for material 
storage - and our house :)

Our plot is filled with cashed 
trees! Newly roasted cashews 
brought to us by our neighbour!

Marking areas for construction.

Lee and the dead lizard!

Researching depth and water 
quality at boreholes and wells 
in our area.
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PERMACULTURE !!!

From Nov 1st to Nov 15th I attended a permaculture design course in Kilifi were we are currently 
staying. American Permaculture veteran Jeremiah Kidd was our teacher for the two weeks, guiding us 
through everything from sustainable land design, water harvesting, natural building and so much more. 

              Our teacher                  Planting banana trees in swales      Levelling manually with an A-frame 

And here we are, the beautiful gang of students after receiving our Permaculture Design Certificates!

The diversity of our group was fascinating! Everything from farmers, to engineers, to restaurant owners 
and NGO representatives! Many great contacts whom I hope will visit Eco Moyo in the future!

          Sheet mulching                      Clay pot irrigation       Banana Circle           Drip line irrigation
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PRESENTING ECO MOYO

During the course we presented our project to my fellow permaculture students and even got a few to 
come visit the plot with us! 

On the pic above from left: 

John (Botanist), Sheena (From PRI Kenya), Tonje 
(Architect), me, Lee and Kesi and Karisa (our 
neighbours whom we bought the plot from)

Meeting John the botanist has been a true blessing! Not 
only does he know all the latin, english and local names 
of pretty much every plant, but his passion for 
promoting indigenous plant species is incredible! We 
hired him to convey a plant survey of our plot to learn 
more about our native flora and their benefits!
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DORMITORY DESIGN - CHECK!

We finally finished a design for 
the students dormitory!

Main objectives are: Security, 
non toxic materials, passive 
ventilation, low building mass, 
food security, rain water 
catchment, grey water systems 
and shading of buildings.

In order for the 20 kids we have to come with us to the new site and continue learning, they must have a 
place to live. This design has focused on saving construction costs by keeping the materials needed to a 
minimum. Living in a warm climate, we can be creative by utilising outdoor spaces with a roof only, as 
isolation from the cold is not an issue. Examples include; Outdoor showers, toilets and common area.

Seen from above without the roof. The three main 

structures are; Kitchen, Girls room and Boys room.

A nursery for growing seedlings and also making 

compost is important for food security.

Above: Outdoor showers and girls room (without 
roof). The water from showers drain into the garden.

Above: Close up of the Boys room with bunk beds 
and closet in the middle.

Left: Plant nursery next to kitchen. 

Water from the kitchen, drains first 

into a herb bed, then to the nursery 
through drip irrigation and finally into 

a banana circle and other food crops 

down the slope.
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HELLO SCHOOL VAN!!!!!

From Sept 27th - Nov 11th, we set up an Indiegogo campaign 
to raise money for a school van. At this time, as the budget 
below shows, we had already raised $US 6,400. 

We were hoping to raise $US 13,400, as to cover for other 
expenses following the purchase. However, we ended up 
raising $US 2,800. In addition to the campaign people also 
donated directly to our account. 

Fortunately since then, we have found new adds and better 
prices on similar vehicles! SO WE ACTUALLY HAVE 
ENOUGH CASH FOT THE SCHOOL VAN!!!!!!!!!

A huge thanks to all of you who assisted us with donations! During the upcoming weeks, we will be 
checking out our options and hopefully before Christmas a van is in place! :) 

Below are more details on the raised cash, etc.

SUPPORT AND DONATIONS

OLD BUDGET                                                                              NEW BUDGET 

Below are some examples of interesting adds: 
SPECIAL THANKS TO: 

- Martin Whatson 

- Nelson Seo 

- Sandefjord Y’s Men’s Club (Private, 
Norwegian club supporting 
international charitable activity) 
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Eco Moyo Christmas Calendar

Eco Moyo Sandøya 

This is the facebook page 

for the group, check it out, 

like it, follow updates and 

see pics! 

On a small island on the south-east coast of Norway, there is a group of amazing people who for the 
second time now, have arranged a Christmas Calendar to raise money for Eco Moyo! 

Thanks to this amazing gang and all the people at the island who have participated in the lottery by 
purchasing tickets or produced gifts, it is really become an incredible event!

Each day in December, one or more winners are announced and given donated gifts! WE LOVE YOU 

The Calendar from 2014 And the BEAUTIFUL CALENDAR this year! 

To the left are pics of some of the prizes people win 
from the calendar. 

They announce the winner on Facebook and in the 
small room were people wait for the ferry. 

Great Fundraising Idea! 
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Lastly, I wanted to add this issue; We had an optician pay a visit to our school a few month ago to conduct 
an eye test on students and staff. Our students Mercy and Christian and our chef/assistant teacher 
Asumptor all had poor sight and were taken to the shop for further examinations and have now ordered 
their glasses, ready to see the new year with new eyes!

For eye examination, lenses, framing and transport, we reached a total of 12,000 Kenyan Shillings.          
(1, 200 Kr. / 120 US$ / 170 AUD)

If anyone feels like sponsoring this, that would be immensely appreciated!

Here are some options for transfer:

Paypal: ecomoyokenya@gmail.com      Account:  15034088508     Website:  http://www.ecomoyo.com/#!donate-1/

WE wish you all happy holidays and that you will come to Kenya and help us build our school! :)

- Eco Moyo Crew

mailto:ecomoyokenya@gmail.com
http://www.ecomoyo.com/#!donate-1/c24tg
mailto:ecomoyokenya@gmail.com
http://www.ecomoyo.com/#!donate-1/c24tg

